Blau describes universe as unreasonable, absurd

"We live in a universe of essential unreasonable," said Dr. Herbert Blau, director of the Institute of Theatre, at Alfred University.

Dr. Blau addressed the audience at the annual Friday evening lecture. He spoke of the "idea of a universe of unreasonable," which was the topic of his address, "The idea of a universe of unreasonable," he said, "is more fitting for the humanist than for the scientist."

He also discussed the meaning of the universe as a whole and stated that Shakespeare's view of the universe was a "more realistic" one. He concluded by saying that the universe is "absurd and unreasonable."
A panel discusses Alfred Footlight Club to present grad school aspects one of Goldoni’s early comedies

In deciding upon a graduate school, it is important for the student to consider the equality of the training he will receive in relation to the quality of the program,” stated Dr. Lewis Butler, dean of the Alfred Graduate School.

Dr. Butler spoke in a panel discussion on “Graduate School” at a meeting of the branch of the American Ceramic Society last week.

The panel was composed of Dr. Guy Rindone, associate professor of ceramic technology at Penn State University; Dr. John MacKenzie, director of research and professor of chemistry at RPI; and Dean Butler.

Speaking on student evaluation of grad schools, Dr. Butler contended by pointing out that the research output of the institution under consideration is an important factor. He also added that a student should not base his decision on a graduate school on strictly monetary reasons. Dr. MacKenzie, in comparing graduate study with undergraduate study, said that while an undergraduate degree achieves a maximum effect from his study, a grad, in partnership with his professor, achieves only what he puts into his work. Because of the fact that the grad student works with the same professor or supervisor for near five years, evaluation of this man is essential in making a choice.

Commenting on financial aspects of grad school, Dr. Rindone outlined the types of assistance available to students. Dr. Rindone defined various types of fellowships as specific academic monetary honors, and went on to distinguish between a graduate assistantship, where they grad student receives money for research services rendered, and a teaching assistantship, where the student teaches undergrad courses.

Dr. Rindone also cited traineeships, stipends, and loans as other financial sources, and added that good students who want to do graduate work shouldn’t let finances stand in the way.

The Alfred University Theatre Footlight Club will present Goldoni’s “The Servant of Two Masters,” Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. in Alumni Hall.

“The Servant of Two Masters,” one of Goldeni’s early plays, was written in 1743 at the request of the actor Sacchi, who suggested the subject and himself played the part of Truffaldino.

The Italian theatre of that day was dominated by actors who were the traditional mask. The improvised Comedy of Masks, the history of which goes back to the days of ancient Rome, was frequently coarse and obscene.

In the early 18th century, as Goldoni himself said, there was an English theatre and a French theatre, but no real Italian theatre. Theatres had become the most popular entertainment of the cultivated classes.

Goldoni made it his mission to give an artistic form to the spoken comedy. The four traditional masks which appear in his play are Pantalone, The Doctor, Brigandi, and Arlecchino.

Goldoni is at his best when he lays scene in his native Venice. His heroes and heroines are conventional figures, often of little interest, but he gives a vivid presentation of types from humbler life: porters, waiters, bohemians, and gondoliers.

The trend of the age was toward sentimental comedy, and this became more and more noticeable in Goldoni’s later plays, especially those written after 1762 for the Theatre Italian in Paris. The masks disappear and the scene is laid in a more aristocratic circle. The earlier plays written for Venice, deal with middle-class family life, the Upsides of the remoter streets; Goldoni’s plays are conventional in construction, trivial in incident, undistinguished in dialogue and strictly moral in intention.

Yet, when they are seen on the stage, no one could fail to enjoy their delightful humor. Goldoni’s Parisians was, in fact, of an entirely negative type.

He simply ignored the corner and rougher parts because, like Mozart’s Don Alfonso, he saw every little event of daily life from a comical point of view.

VETERAN’S DAY

The ROTC department will present a Veteran’s Day ceremony at 4:30 p.m. on the quadragran in front of ROTC headquarters on Thursday.

Highlights of the program will be the color company carrying the flags of all 50 states, plus a special Military Retreat ceremony. This ceremony is normally performed at the end of the day in all military camps to lower the American flag.

The ROTC band and the ROTC drill team will provide entertainment at the ceremony.

CHRISTMAS GIFT

OF FANCY FOODS

A selection of 27 Gift Food Packages from S. S. Pierce, from $2.25 to $19.95

Shop early for these.

CANACADEA COUNTRY STORE

Alfred Station, New York

NEW Secret

SUPER SPRAY

DEODORANT

You pay only

$1.00

Helps keep you calm & cool

Hitchcock’s Pharmacy

Open Wed., Fri., Sat.

15 N. Main St.
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If you’re looking for a nice comfy place to work after graduation, forget about General Electric.

We don’t have any place where you can curl up and snooze away the next forty years of your career. We don’t have any of General Electric’s 130 operating businesses in 19 countries round the world.

But if you’re the wide-awake type, G.E. can provide the excitement to keep you that way. Your first assignment may be helping us find applications for a whole new family of plastics recently developed by G.E. Or you may be working at Cape Kennedy on the Apollo moon program. Or you may be working on the marketing team for a new home appliance.

One thing is certain: You’ll be working. You’ll have plenty of responsibility. What you won’t have is a chance to doze off in the prime years of your career.

Talk to the man from G.E. when he visits campus, Come to General Electric, where the young men are important men.
Drake has served Alfred in many ways

(Continued from Page 1)

University.

American University also presented Dr. Drake with its Alumni Recognition Award in 1964. Hartwick College conferred upon him the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws in 1954.

During last June's commencement convocation, President Drake received the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws.

Dr. Finla G. Crawford, chairman of the Board of Trustees, conferred the degree in a departure from the previously announced convocation program. Bayard T. Hawkins, a trustee from Wellsville, presented Dr. Drake for the honor, stating:

"President Drake is celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of his graduation from Alfred University. Since graduation he has served his alma mater as instructor, professor, dean and president."

"In 1964 the Alumni Recognition Award was conferred on him by American University and it was recently announced that he will receive the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters at the commencement of American University June 13, 1965."

"Dr. Drake has served Alfred as president during the last nineteen years with quiet and forceful dignity. He is a man of vision, energy, and sound judgment."

"So much has been accomplished at the University under his leadership during the past ten years that this period is justly referred to as the 'Decade of Achievement'."

"Ten major buildings have been built in this period, in addition to improvements on other buildings and grounds and the conversion of Carnegie Library to a modern administration building."

"It is not enough to list the structures that have been completed in this decade, there has also been the task of refueling and developing Alfred's educational programs in order to maintain the University's high position in American education."

"Faculty and staff salaries have been raised, a system of fringe benefits has been approved, and a retirement program adopted for faculty and staff."

"The size of the student body has increased materially in this period."

"Not content with what has been done President Drake has laid the groundwork and initiated the Alfred master plan with its fifteen million dollar development program."

"This development program, the greatest in the history of Alfred University, is now under way."

"President Drake's main concern for Alfred is for the students and faculty and a program that maintains diversity and balance in its curricular offerings."

There has been much physical growth during Dr. Drake's presidency: Herrick Memorial Library, Myers Hall, the Campus Center, Kruzen dormitory, four men's dormitories, and Ade Hall have been built since President Drake took office.

A student health center, athletic fields, and on-campus roads are the projects already begun as part of the ten-year, $15,500,000 development program of the master plan adopted in 1964.

"This spring, construction should begin on the first unit of a women's residence complex, a science center, and a physical education and recreation center, and fraternity row."

"In the ten years preceding adoption of the master plan the University strengthened its academic programs, enlarged its faculty by more than one third, raised faculty salaries, adopted a retirement program and a system of fringe benefits, and provided the necessary physical facilities to absorb a 60 percent growth in enrollment."

"Nine new buildings were erected during that decade and four existing structures were renovated at a cost of more than $5,000,000."

"President Drake has been chairman of the Empire State Foundation of Independent Liberal Arts Colleges and is trustee and vice chairman of the College Center of the Finger Lakes."

"He has served twice as chairman of the New York State Committee of Selection for the Rhodes Scholarships. He has served as a member of the Board of Trustees of the Western New York Nuclear Research Center, Inc."

"The Outstanding Civilian Service Award was presented to Dr. Drake in 1964 by Mayor General J. P. H. Seitz, the deputy commanding general of the First United States Army, in recognition of his leadership in establishing the senior division of the Reserve Officers Training Corps and his continued support of the program."

"Bishop Dudley Scott Stark of the Episcopal Diocese of Rochester presented the "Bishop's Man" award to Dr. Drake in 1961."

"Among the publications in which President Drake is listed in "Who's Who in America", "World Biography", and the "Directory of American Scholars"."

"He is a member of a number of honorary societies: the American Historical Society; Eta Mu Alpha, Alfred University honorary scholastic fraternity; Pi Gamma Mu, national social science fraternity; Pi Delta Epsilon, national journalism fraternity; and Blue Key, national collegiate service fraternity."

"Dr. Drake is a native of Oswego, Pa. He is married to the former Marie Hunt of Cuba, and they are parents of two grown daughters."

President Drake considered it one of the most vital buildings on campus.

The Campus Center was completed in 1960. President Drake stands with St. Pat and the 1965 Queen Kar- en Manning.

President Drake is shown against the background of Susan Howell Hall, which was built before he became president.

The Drake family was present at commencement exercises last year where Dr. Drake was given the honorary doctor of laws degree. Dr. and Mrs. Drake have two daughters and two grandchildren.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

FLAT LABELLED INACCURATE REFLECTION OF STUDENTS

To the Editor of the Flat Lux:
I would like to call to your attention the gross inaccuracy of some of the columns in your recent issue. I am not a student of either philosophy or ROTC, but I do believe that these columns have misrepresented the views of both students and faculty.

The column about philosophy mentioned a "conscientious objector" who was not a member of the ROTC program. While I agree that the ROTC program should be looked upon with suspicion, I believe that it is important to distinguish between conscientious objectors and those who are simply trying to avoid ROTC.

The column about ROTC mentioned that ROTC is a "necessary evil." While I do not believe that ROTC is necessary, I do believe that it is a useful tool for the army.
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**HUAC investigation is exposing some skeletons in KKK closet**

**by Robert Johnson**

In the past few weeks, the House Un-American Activities Committee has taken a refreshing change of direction from the witch-hunting groups on a much-needed investigation of one of the nation's greatest threats—the Klan Klan. Indeed, in 1934, the Klan found itself, except for an occasional murder or cross-burning, wanting in strength and influence. However, with the successes of the civil rights movement, many segregationists joined in fellowship with this monolithic group of niggers as a last stand against American freedom.

The investigation, ordered by the president after the Klan investigation of Mrs. Virginia Luff, has thus far directed its energies toward an investigation of Klan finances and auxiliary groups. The HUAC break-in as a result of the overwhelming strength and influence of the Klan, the House will take a second look at the Klan in the near future.

Already, the investigation has uncovered most skeletons as the failure of Robert Stinson, Imperial Wizard of the United States, to show up for questioning of $40,000 of his earnings on his income tax return; nonappropriation of funds and receipts; and the slightly high style of living of Klan officials, once despised innocents by many of the criminal outlaws who have found refuge in the arms of the Klan.

Last week's sessions on the Klan educational programs uncovered four different courses in white making in an educational institution which the Atlantic Grad Pugnacious, known as the Klan.

While the Klan's little efforts were thwarting the first, fourth, and fifth resolutions of the establishment in Washington, they were winning a victory in Haysville, Alabama, when the second trial of Colvin LeRoy Williams for the murder of Mrs. Virginia Luff, an all-white jury (this time composed of eight self-declared whites) found the defendant guilty of receiving and harboring in the case. The Alabama Supreme Court would not disturb the jury's verdict, but it did follow that old Alabama tradition and declared, amid appeals from innumerable whites, that the Klanmen tried of the murder of a white woman or white soldier was not guilty, proving once again that murder and barbarism are permissible under Alabama state law.

Yet, in all our condemnation of Klan, there is one tradition which is growing unpopular among all southerners; that is political belief. By all means, the Howard Southern, as is the custom, is rising slowly out of the political opposition to the Klan, and toward a realization for the need for a non-partisan supervision of their judicial system.

In return for the acceptance of this proposition by the student body, the administration is prepared to liberalize the regulations, a men's judiciary which would consist of justices elected by male students. They would judge and lay punishment on students who have broken any of the rules which come under their jurisdiction. It is an attempt to make the students more responsible for their actions and put the disciplining power in the student's hands.

---

**From the Chair**

**by Howard W. Winner**

The surveys have been collected, counted and studied. Approximately 24 percent of the student body returned them. Of these, 68 percent were in favor of three areas of study: 1) an all campus referendum on the two diocers, 2) the addition of curfew privileges and 3) the small colleges in the Alfred vicinity will be invited. The university women and a subsequent lecture on moral behavior opn.

The surveys have been collected, counted and studied. Approximately 24 percent of the student body returned them. Of these, 68 percent were in favor of three areas of study: 1) an all campus referendum on the two diocers, 2) the addition of curfew privileges and 3) the small colleges in the Alfred vicinity will be invited. The university women and a subsequent lecture on moral behavior.
Mud, water, Geneseo edge Alfred, 3-2

by Stephen Chappell

It was on this field in front of each team's dugout, Geneseo Park East, last Wednesday, Alfred went down to defeat for the first time in its first year of varsity soccer. This 3 to 2 loss to Geneseo State brings the season's record to a 2 and 6 conclusion.

A break in the weather after our first snow fall, (snow stays on the hill for the same time) had reduced the playing field to the consistency of pancake batter by the conclusion of the third quarter.

Water was standing ankle deep on the field half an hour after the game was over. It was a tribute to the players' heartiness that the two land movers and bulldozers worked so hard to keep the soccer field dry during the game were fruitlessly getting stuck.

Dan Stearn scored on a penalty kick at 15:16 of the second quarter. This was Dan's third goal of the year. Dan ends the season tied for the team lead in that department, with Brian Kalbryan.

Alfred had attached relentless pressure through the first quarter. Geneseo had managed to mount two penetrations during this time, but each time they were bumped down in the water and mud in front of the Geneseo goal. The wind was blowing south to north so at the change of field for the second quarter Alfred had itself kicking into the wind. Geneseo controlled the ball most of this period. The wind made it almost impossible for the Geneseo goalie to stop the kick. If he moved in any direction he would have slipped and fallen. Of course Swain could just as easily have slipped while kicking the goal.

At half time 1 to 0, Geneseo adjoined to their lead for the rest of the period and Alfred went down in defeat for the second time 2 to 1.

In other action, the Senate passed several motions proposed by Frank Smith concerning the use in the men's and women's facilities.

These included: Alfred should have a longer serving time; and Ade Hall should raise the quantity and quality of food. Also, smoking should be allowed when classes are over; time should be allowed for smoking and coffee after meals; and a new milk machine should be installed for after meals; and a new milk machine should be installed for after meals; and a new milk machine should be installed after meals; and a new milk machine should be installed for after meals; and a new milk machine should be installed after meals; and a new milk machine should be installed for after meals; and a new milk machine should be installed after meals; and a new milk machine should be installed for after meals; and a new milk machine should be installed after meals.

The Company's first engine, the Wasp, took to the air on May 5, 1926. Within a year the Wasp set its first world record and went on to smash existing records and set standards for both land and seaplanes for years to come, carrying airframes and pilots higher, farther, and faster than they had ever gone before.

Take a look at the above chart; then a good long look at the Company to obtain its current position of leadership in the aerospace field.

The spread of the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's technology and fuel cells.

Engineers and scientists at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft are today exploring the ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion for every environment...all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of aero-space, marine, and industrial power application. The technical staff working on these programs, backed by Management's determination to provide the best and most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has already given the Company a firm foothold in the current world of aviation, sea, air and space programs so vital to our country's future. The list of achievements promised by our technical staff is a veritable list of firsts in the development of compact power plants, dating back to the first Wasp engine which lifted the United States to a position of world leadership in aviation. These engineering and scientific achievements have more than fulfilled the past year of leaders-

ship in fields such as gas turbines, liquid hydrogen technology and fuel cells.

Should you join us, you'll be assigned early responsibility. You'll find the spread of the University of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's programs requires virtually every technical talent. You'll find opportunities for professional growth further enhanced by our Corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. Your degree can be a B.S. or M.S. in Mechanical, Aeronautical, Electrical or Chemical Engineering or Physics, Chemistry, Metallurgy, Ceramics, Mathematics or Engineering Science or Applied Mechanics.

For further information concerning a career with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
Little Saxons victorious over Cortland, 18 to 8

by Paul Harvey

The Alfred offense slid and slipped and splashed its way to an 18 to 8 victory over the Cortland Small College Dragons two weeks ago on a field that looked more like a swimming pool than a gridiron. The Young Saxons started the evening by taking the one-yard point and marching sixty yards in six plays with Fred Gross leading in an eight-yard pass from quarterback John Boyd for the score.

The drive was sparked by halfback Nick Leonardi's 61-yard scamper through the lines, a run proved to be the longest gain of the game for either team. There was more scoring during the first of the three quarter when Boyd and Gross again combined on a thirty-yard pass play that left Alfred with a first down and goal to go on Cortland's eight-yard line.

Two plays later, Boyd batted over the two and a half to set Alfred ahead 12 to 0. In the second half, the Alfreds and Cortland exchanged scores before a Banna fumble set up the Red Dragons' only touchdown of the game.

The Cortland quarterback completed a pass to his halfback for the extra point. Alfred's lead was cut to four points.

The young Saxons struck back in real style however, as they managed an offensive drive that extended seventeen-yards for the score.

The most impressive part of the whole attack was the defense. Boyd was sending his halfbacks, Bleda and Lombardo, around the ends, fullback Denardo, inner Case up the middle, while supplying all three with passes to his two outs, Becker and Gross.

In the end, it was a twenty-one yard pass from Boyd to Nick Lombardo that moved Alfred's third and last touchdown.

The extra point try was no good. Alfred led 14 to 8, the final score as the fresh chakked up their third win against one loss in this, their last game.

Again in this game Coach McNamee's offense stood out. It contained Cortland's offense and permitted no rushed or washed down throughout the game.

Line Coach Jack Hedlund's charges more than proved themselves. Hedlund's "same sight" of Abdul Nassar, Bill Asso, Fran. Stanley, Pat Siviero, T. C. Moore, "Kid" Ongiusta, Stedman, Glenn Conlin, "Smaller" Simonds, and Ken Stanley were simply too much for the Cortland offense, while the defensive backfield with Beckerman at safety, Gross and Gene Besterman at the halfbacks, halted Cortland's passing game.

Future field complex for Jericho Hill site

The days of Merrill Field are numbered after 40 years as the site of alumni dinners. The plans have been drawn for new athletic fields at the top of Jericho Hill and the first of these already is in use for intercollegiate soccer.


described above.

Fats -- thins

Continued from Page 5

The Thins defense proved unusually effective, for each man had a play of his own. Next came O'Neill's moment of glory. Pandemonium broke loose, as O'Neill nearly heck his arm putting himself on the back. On the extra point attempt, McCoy failed to convert, and the drive was reins to the one-yard line. The drive was then stopped when he was plunged up the middle.

At a winning streak of four games, the young men led the field, one couldn't help but think what a blow this was to spend a Saturday morning.

The new field will overcome several shortcomings inherent

in the Merrill Field site, McNamee said. He pointed out the present sidelines are too narrow, parking space is inadequate and traffic flow is uncertain.

In the future all fans won't have to come and go as Alfred's Main Street. Cars will be able to approach the field from Route 31 either through Gain or Kenyon Road or on the Elm Val-

The start on the new athletic area was made with preparation of the present soccer field bordered by Kenyon and Jericho Roads.

The soccer field will be widened to create a multi-purpose area. During the fall when the field is not in use for soccer, intramural football will be played on two parallel fields laid out at right angles to the soccer field.

In the spring, the same area will be used for two softball diamonds, with both playing in the northwest and northeast corners of the source field.

The baseball diamond

There is also the possibility that one section at the present area will provide room for a regulation baseball diamond.

"Another field will be graded over for a second field which will eventually be used for track and field activities," McNamee said. "A macadamized ninety-yard strip will be constructed in this area, with rows of track, broad jump, triple jump, and high jump runways and takeoff cots laid on top.

All-weather track

It is hoped an all-weather track will be installed, but this requires grading in time to allow for sorting and then a proper buildup of base layers as well as application of a special turf and maintaining it.

When that project gets underway, it is expected sections of the course will be lost to track and field events as well as for football practices by both varsity and freshman football teams in the fall and by lacrosse teams in the spring. Bus transportation will be provided to take students to the Jericho Hill fields.

The Sunset Inn

231 East Ave.

Hornell

1-354-0265
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Saxon Sports

by Chris Rodier

Saturday against Upsilon the senior Saxons will be closing out their football careers. Joe Adamczyk, Bob Codispoti, Bob Lyon, Tom Martin, Carl Zandi and Bill Stone will be playing their last game for the Purple and Gold. And this may be the last game for quarterback Don Sagolla.

Carl Zandi and Bob Codispoti are the captains of this year’s squad. Codispoti has been an outstanding back for the Saxons for three years. Although he was hurt last year, he always was fighting back.

Last year Sagolla broke all Alfred’s records in passing. Coach Yunevich said of Don, “His record speaks for itself. He has never shown.

Joe Adamczyk is another senior who has been a big factor this year against Post in the second half. Alfred’s defense was able to move, but every time they threatened, the Post defense ‘would turn back Saxons, 14-7.

In the second quarter, the Saxons adjusted their defense to stop the Post running game. Bob Turkich put in at middle guard and Lamin Brose was moved to left linebacker. This tipped Post’s running inside the left tackle, which had been hurting the Saxons in the first half.

While the Saxons defense was stopping Post’s offense cold, the warriors were starting to generate attacking power.

In the second quarter, the Saxons drove twice into scoring territory, once down to the home-team’s eleven and later in the period to the fifteen. But both these marches were ended by interceptions. This made the half score 14 to 7.

The Saxons, in the second half, received the opening kickoff and dominated play for the rest of the game. Alfred’s defensive line and Linebacking all helped stop Post. Almost the entire second half was played inside the Pinners’ fifty.
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But the Saxons were frustrated every time they got within scoring distance in the second half. This soco-ridded defense, which is just now starting to click, almost always came up with the big play.

The nearest the Saxons came to a score was in the opening minutes of the fourth quarter. On fourth down on the C.W. Post 33 yard line, Don Sagolla called a pass play to Stan Gregor- vy for a first down. Sagolla Mt Gomez with the pass, but he was immediately tackled.

The chains were brought out and the Saxons missed a first down on the Pinners’ three by inches. Alfred was always knocking on the door for a score, but they just couldn’t get the ball over.

The defense had its best half this year against Post in the second half.

The Post offense is good, having speed and power throughout the lineup. But they couldn’t move against Alfred’s defensive stalwarts. Coach Yunevich said, Chris Rodier, and middle-linebacker Frank Wozniak, both were brillint in this losing cause.

Extra Points — The Saxons were back in the game, having speed and power throughout the lineup. Bruits they couldn’t have to be present to win.

Winners will be notified. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

We invite you to come in now and see the largest selections of all new famous brand men’s, young men’s and boys’ wear we have ever shown.

by Chris Rodier

A strong C.W. Post defense stopped the Saxons’ offense Saturday in the down to the visitors 14 to 7. Alfred’s offense was able to move, but every time they advanced for a serious scoring threat, the Post defense would find some way to stop them.

The game started out looking like the C.W. Post was going to roll over the Saxons. After Post had received the opening kickoff, the Pinners scored in six plays.

The touchdown was a pass play which went for 46 yards. Quarterback Jim LeClair hit speedster Tom Cassano on the 5 yard line with a perfectly thrown pass, and Cassano raced over for the score. Mike Barone made the kick, giving C.W. Post a 7 to 0 lead with 11:54 remaining in the first quarter.

After the Saxons weren’t able to move the ball, Post marched from their own 25 to score again. The Pinners scored this time on a 45 yard kicked pass play. Quarterback Jim Stewart tried to hit Cassano on a downwind pass, but Cassano was down the left side of the line. Stewart threw the ball over the high jumping Cassano and two Saxons defenders who almost picked off the pass. Cassano, about 5 yards downfield, made the reception in full stride and outraced the Saxons defenders for the touchdown. Russo again hit the extra point for Post, and the Pinners had two quick touchdowns.

Alfred’s offense moved right back. In five pass plays they marched 72 yards. Don Sagolla threw two, Bill Knorr for 12 yards, then to Codispoti for 4 more yards, and then threw a screen to Bower which netted 11 yards.

He then threw back to Knorr for a gain of 15 yards, and then he threw a seven yard pass to Gregorvy for the touchdown. Pete Bower kicked the extra point, extending his streak and the Saxons were back in the game, 14 to 7.

In the second quarter, the Saxons adjusted their defense to stop the Post running game. Bob Turkich put in at middle guard and Lamin Brose was moved to left linebacker. This tipped Post’s running inside the left tackle, which had been hurting the Saxons in the first half.

While the Saxons defense was stopping Post’s offense cold, the warriors were starting to generate attacking power.

In the second quarter, the Saxons drove twice into scoring territory, once down to the home-team’s eleven and later in the period to the fifteen. But both these marches were ended by interceptions. This made the half score 14 to 7.

The Saxons, in the second half, received the opening kickoff and dominated play for the rest of the game. Alfred’s defensive line and Linebacking all helped stop Post. Almost the entire second half was played inside the Pinners’ fifty.

The Saxons were back in the game, having speed and power throughout the lineup. But they couldn’t move against Alfred’s defensive stalwarts. Coach Yunevich said, Chris Rodier, and middle-linebacker Frank Wozniak, both were brillint in this losing cause.

Extra Points — The Saxons were back in the game, having speed and power throughout the lineup. Bruits they couldn’t have to be present to win.

Winners will be notified. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

We invite you to come in now and see the largest selections of all new famous brand men’s, young men’s and boys’ wear we have ever shown.

Thank you for the largest volume of business during the past year we have ever had since we opened our store in November 1933. The wonderful support we have received from our old as well as new friends has helped us grow each day because we have always been fighting back. We have never shown.

Just come in and register. No purchase is necessary. $1,000 of famous brand merchandise from our store will be given away at a drawing at our Anniversary Sale. Nothing to do—Write—just register. You do not have to be present to win. Winners will be notified. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

We invite you to come in now and see the largest selections of all new famous brand men’s, young men’s and boys’ wear we have ever shown.